
The Red Sea Crossing 
The Greater Exodus Plagues con’t: 

 
Ex. 14: 1-15:22: 

 
 
 
I.        Though we finished looking at all 10 of the quote “plagues” it is my opinion that 

there remains one left to consider in the final judgment of Egypt as the Greater 
Exodus begins. It is the incident at the Red Sea. We will look closer here and 
hopefully, link together what many consider an altogether apocryphal and 
figurative story with what I believe is a parallel shown us in the works of John the 
Revelator!  

 
Is it Possible That a Future Red Sea Crossing, of a sort that will stagger most, is in 
our immediate future? If so, will it be literally, i.e. will we all gather at the same 
location and cross over, or will there be a figurative crossing out of an even greater 
‘SEA’. These questions beg an answer! What’s yours? 

 
Before moving on, we must agree: These Exodus plagues are rehearsed again 
during what many call the ‘Great Tribulation’. Thus, their blueprints should follow 
the same context, patterns, chronology, purposes, as well as, who the judgments 
are directed against, and finally, who dispatches them. Take care Reader, that you 
make no mistake, the judgment has begun! 
 
Please take note: The timing of this event is 3-days after the Pesach lamb is slain 
(Nissan 14th) making the crossing occur on Nissan 17th, the same time as the 
resurrection of Yahshua and the resting of Noah’s ark on Mt. Ararat, which is 
translated as: ‘The Curse Reversed’. It would seem then, that a unique association 
exists with this ‘Crossing’ as well, reversing the curse of slavery and opening the 
Matrix to those Free-Born Sons of the Most High! 
 

Israel Camps: 
 

Exodus 14:2 tells us Israel is commanded by YHVH to stop and camp at 
Pihahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against Baalzephon: These names 
have been consistently mistranslated in my opinion. So, let’s examine them. 
 



• Pihahiroth, H#6367, פּתריהח, rendered by some as the “place where the 
sedge grows”. It is a poor translation at best. Pi comes from the root Peh, 
meaning mouth, to speak, command, the edge, border or boundary. Next, the 
letter ‘Hey’ is a preposition ‘the’. This leaves us with חרת, chorowt the 
plural of chowr, which derives from the Chet-Resh-Resh, charar root, and 
means to be or become free, freedom. This gives us: The Boundary, border 
to freedom! Implying that Israel has yet to cross the Red Sea in order to 
experience true deliverance. 

• Migdol, H#4024, מגדול, translated as ‘tower’, the Mem indicates a womb 
as in source of origin, leaving us with gadal, meaning great or strong. It 
carries the idea of a ‘collective strength’. You’ll remember this word from 
Gen. 11 and the tower – Migdol of Babel, where all were collectively ‘in one 
mind and one accord’. Further, you’ll recall the woman out of whom 
Yahshua cast 7-devils, Mary Magdalene, her last name indicates Miryam of 
the Tower. *Remember this!  

• Baalzephon, H#1189, בעל צפּןו, defined as: Lord of the North. But, once 
again, we have a compound word, Baal has gotten a bad rap being associated 
with a Pagan deity and is translated here as ‘lord or husband’; yet, as in 
Jeremiah 3: 14 it can also mean to have dominion, to marry, as in YHVH 
marrying Israel. While zephon though translated as ‘north’ can also mean 
hidden, concealed, to treasure, stored up, secret.  

 
From an Egyptian perspective Israel is now trapped between the wilderness and the 
Sea. Yet, the prophetic names of the above places tell us that YHVH had another 
plan. Their extrapolated definition indicates: “I will bring you, My concealed 
treasure, My hidden Bride, to the place where I will reveal My Strength – The 
Strong Tower – and bring you across the boundary to freedom!” 
 
Here is what Pharaoh says in opposition - Ex. 14:3: They are entangled in the land 
and the wilderness has shut them in. Once again, the KJV gives little input, but 
look at the language of Creation.  
 

• Entangled, H#943, בוך, buch, disturbed, confused, perplexed.  
• Wilderness, H#4057, מדבר, midbar, simply rendered ‘wilderness’ here. 

However, the Mem prefix indicates a womb, and debar is a Promised Word. 
What word had Israel been recently promised? FIRSTBORN STATUS! 

• Shut in, H#5462, סגר, sagar, translated as ‘shut or closed up’ it can also 
mean to deliver up! 



 
The word ‘buch’ above has the same two-letter root stem - Bet-Kaf - as Bechor 
indicating Firstborn! Pharaoh thought Israel was wandering around in confusion 
with no hope in which to demonstrate their newly found ‘Firstborn’ status and 
deliverance as slaves. However, YHVH has brought them here and revealing that a 
‘birthing of His Promise to make them His First Born is about to occur’! The path 
through the Red Sea literally becomes the birth canal and figuratively, Israel is 
resurrected – born again – on the other side! Still, there remain other less obvious, 
and altogether as powerful connections that are prophesying of our future and us! 
 
One ambiguous link looks remarkably like the prophetic declaration of Genesis 3: 
15 where a battle between 2-distinct seed lines is first prophesied. It seems it is 
found occurring here at the Red Sea crossing as well. If you recall Gen. 3:15, this 
declaration is made after the encounter with the Nachash – The Enchanter – One 
who enslaves by his words! There has never been a generation more defrauded 
by enchanting words than ours! 
 
Most think this verse is speaking of future generations to come, like Jacob and 
Esau and indeed it is; yet, it is also grammatically speaking to the 2 separate seed 
now within the womb of Chavah - Cain and Abel! It seems here at the Red Sea 
crossing, that Pharaoh and his army also enter the same womb as Israel! In 
response, YHVH deals strongly with the counterfeit! We will see a future 
demonstration of these same phenomena – Hetero Paternal Super fecundation: A 
medical term describing two separate seed in a womb from two separate fathers! 
 

The Significance of the Red Sea: 
 

II.       Much of what is known of the ancient name applied to this body of water is 
obscured, albeit, I believe intentionally, in order to obfuscate what is surely a place 
of central importance not only in our Biblical texts, but in the ‘doomsday’ 
scenarios conjured by many students of End-Time prophecy. The KJV texts render 
it: Red Sea, H#5488, סוף & H#3220, ים Yam Suph. Though various translators 
portray this as; a Sea of Reeds, a small, boggy, miry body of water - a definition 
that doesn’t fit Israel’s actual place of crossing. This ‘Sea of Reeds’ is far removed 
from the actual site. Again, Roman Catholicism has colored much of this debate. 

 
However, you and I have never settled for conventional ideology! The translation 
of Yam Suph does not merit the word ‘RED’. But, ancient texts nevertheless 
connect the red color with this Sea, why? Since, we’ve portrayed a future ‘twins in 



the womb scenario at a future Red Sea crossing, is it possible that a return of Esau-
Edom - which means Red - to the Womb here at the Sea Crossing in order to 
masquerade as Jacob could possibly be hidden within? If you recall, throughout 
their wilderness journeys a ‘mixed multitude’ always seemed found at the center of 
controversy! 

 
Side Bar: 

 
A.      Perhaps we should look at this term: ערב רב, ereb rab – Mixed multitude. The root 

takes on the idea of taking a pledge or to pledge in exchange. If we look at other 
passages where the term is used (Jer. 25:20, 50:37, Ezek. 30:5) the term is used in 
the context of war and those killed in battle. Thus, it seems that these were armed 
mercenaries who had intermingled with Israel and left with them at the Exodus!  
 
In support of our position of 2-warring seedline in the womb here, the text in Ex. 
12:38 says ‘and a mixed multitude went up’ - וגם-ערב רב עלה V’gam-ereb rab 
alah…this phrase has a gematria of 628, the same as bechorath, indicating “first-
born”! 
 

Who Were/Are This Mixed Multitude? 
 

There are scholars such as W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2: A Commentary on the Book of 
the Prophet Ezekiel along with others, who also agrees that these were mixed 
individuals who had assimilated into Israel by CONVERTING! Will a future Red 
Sea event also involve the purging of a mixed multitude from the House of Israel? 
*Remember this! 
 
Where then, and for what purpose in this study, did the idea of a ‘red’ Sea as a 
name come? How does it figure in our paradigm of the End-Times? In answer, 
there are age-old records of the Edomite-Idumean colonization of places like the 
ancient city of Tyre by a King referred to as “Erythras” [Eh-ryth-ras] meaning 
‘Red’ who was said to have come from the area now called the ‘Red Sea’.  
 
In corroboration, Rashi in his comments on Genesis 25:23 states that Esau – Edom 
meaning RED, colonized Tyre! Further, an affinity between the two (Tyre and 
Edom) is shown in Amos 1: 9,10.  
 

 
 



Another Ancient Source: 
 
Flavius Philostratus (170 - 245 AD) was a Greek-Roman scholar who lived in 
the Phoenician city of Tyre for the last 30 years of his life. In his work The Life of 
Apollonius he explains that the "sea called Erythra" was "named from a king 
Erythras"  
 

III.     Moreover, the word סוף, Suph, as in Yom Suph, has no etymological connection 
to either Red or Reed. In fact, some linguists believe it implies ‘the edge, border, 
extremity or end’. This would be consistent with ancient folklore describing the 
Red Sea as “The Sea At The End of The World”. Literally, a spiritual dimensional 
gateway into the eternal located at the world’s edge; or perhaps, the Sea that must 
be confronted at the End of the Age? 
 
This is highly plausible as it borders the ancient tectonic plate rifts of both Africa 
and Arabia and could have been called such because of those who witnessed the 
landmasses separating in the days of Peleg (Gen. 10:25). In this context, this rift 
will become prominent again during the “Tribulation Period” as the rupture 
extends into Jerusalem underneath the Kidron Valley to the Mt. of Olives that is 
said to split at the 2nd coming of Messiah!  
 
It is also worth noting that the area where the Fissure has formed is called the 
‘Afar’ Rift or ‘Afar Triangle’ and is said to have been the place of the origin of 
man’s creation. The ethnic groups called ‘Afar’ who live in that area say that 
‘Afar’ means best or first!  
 
Could the etymological root of this word Afar be that which comes from – 
H#6083, עפּר, the dust of the Adamah that Adam is created from! Could the 
formation of a new Area here during the Tribulation expose the Ancient Gan Eden, 
in effect fulfilling on a physical level the prophecy of Gen. 3: 19 …for dust-afar 
thou art and unto dust-afar that shalt return… Perhaps hinting at a People called 
afar – dust who will return to the Afar of the Adamah that was this pre-exilic 
Eden? 
 
Finally, as we scrutinize the origin of this Red Sea’ name, we must remember the 
encounter of Jacob and Esau from Genesis 25: 30 where he asks Jacob to: “Feed 
me, I pray thee, with that same red pottage: for I am faint: therefore his name was 
called Edom-RED” [Bold capitals supplied by author] The word used for ‘feed’ is 



interesting too, as it appears only 1-time in the Tanak: H#3938, לעט, la`at, 
indicating to swallow something greedily, to devour.  
 
La`at is preceded by several cognate words with the Lamed-Ayin root indicating to 
mock, deride, and to scorn; it strongly hints at attacking a persons words and 
position. Is it possible that Esau scorns Jacob, mocking his familial position 
because he believes he has a greater vessel offering him more power and authority 
than the trifling [sarcasm mine] Firstborn birthright of the House of Abraham & 
Isaac? (The Sages add a bit of clarity in their comments here, as you’ll learn later)  
 
Will a future ESAU confront the House of Jacob/Israel by deriding their efforts in 
the gathering of the Outcasts for an exodus out of Egypt/Babylon/Rome, denying 
their title or birthrights all the while asserting their own presumed right of 
Firstborn Inheritance? 
 
Further, as we continue looking, the KJV translators add the word ‘pottage’, which 
is not in the text, in fact, the word ‘red’ is repeated twice: מןָ-האדם האדם 
  .h’leyitni min-h’adom h’adom הלעיטני
 
The doubling of the above word ‘adom’ is noteworthy. Especially when we 
consider the root stem of la`at – Lamed-Tet, which hints at secrecy, enchantment 
and was the word used to describe the Magicians of Pharaoh! Have you noticed 
how this word ‘enchantment’ keeps popping up? 
 
Lastly, we’ll consider the hyphened word ‘min’ - ָמן, which can mean ‘from, out 
of, on account of, to separate or expel, yet it can also indicate to apportion, part 
out. This extrapolation adds a bit of a twist to “feed me, I pray thee, with that same 
red pottage” – It just as easily could also read: I will swallow down; devour, by 
secret enchantments that which was apportioned the Adam – The Adam! 
 

There’s that word ‘enchantment’ again… 
 
While the above is not conventional thinking, it is consistent with what some 
Rabbis say regarding why Esau was famished – that he was running for his life 
after having killed Nimrod and taking the ‘skin-garment’ cloak once belonging to 
Adam, and that Nimrod had held! Could this garment have been the Secret Vessel 
Esau places his expectations of world dominance in, rather than the Right of 
Firstborn in His Fathers’ house? *See Jasher 27:1-13  
 



Let’s back up a bit… 
 

IV.     In Genesis 1:26-28 we find an eternal promise made to Adam and divided into 2-
distinct parts: A Dominion mandate and a Fruitfulness mandate. (Be fruitful and 
have dominion) Because of the work of Yahshua in restoring both, the combined 
Promises of Firstborn Inheritance is achievable by all those who worship Him. On 
the other hand, those carnal individuals seeking the same through their own 
methods of rebellion rather than following YHVH’s plan have embraced secret, 
forbidden knowledge at the Tree of Carnal Knowledge – The Tree of divine 
ENCHANTMENTS instead! Oops, there it is again! 

 
A.      Through Esau there is another unique latter-day connection by his grandson 

Eliphaz and great-grandson Amalek! (Discussed in pt. 8 of this series) Therefore, it 
should come as no surprise that a great conflict between Esau and Jacob ensues at 
the close of the age. Will it be at a Red Sea encounter? Could it be physically, and 
figuratively as well? 
 
Take note of what the prophet Obadiah has to say. Though only 1-chapter long, its’ 
entirety is devoted to the destruction of Esau. Vs. 18 Then the house of Jacob will 
be a fire and the house of Joseph a flame; but the house of Esau will be as stubble. 
And they will set them on fire and consume them, so that there will be no survivor 
of the house of Esau, for YHVH has spoken! 

 
Why JOSEPH? 

Putting this into future context is imperative explaining much! 
 

This conflict will include JOSEPH who I believe is entitled to the Birthright and 
PRIESTHOOD - prefiguring Messiah and unlocking the connection to 
Melchizedek going all the way back to Genesis 14 where a transfer occurs between 
Shem/Melchizedek, the Priest of El Elyon and Abraham and where we find what I 
believe is a deliberate mistranslation. 
 
Genesis 14: 19,20: And he blessed him, and said, “Blessed be Abram of the most 
high God, possessor of heaven and earth. And blessed be the most high God, which 
hath delivered thine enemies into thy hand. And he gave him tithes of all. (Once 
again, Abram is the subject being spoken to by Melchizedek; i.e. he blessed him, 
and he gave him. As Melchizedek continues his blessing it is HE WHO GAVE 
TITHES TO ABRAM!) 
 



Thus, Jacob through Joseph continues the Birthright, which includes the 
Melchizedec Priestly role and this role, will be made prominent as Joseph 
confronts Esau who will be found hiding in the garments of Jacob and concealed 
among the ROMAN - Levitical Cabal and who will once again seek to establish his 
dominion mandate through the supposed ‘Skin Coat’ of Adam, which is an effort 
to validate the legitimacy of animal sacrifice and thus, Levitical inheritance, 
though it was never intended that the blood of animals could atone for man’s sin! 
 
Look what Malachi has to say regarding Esau’s plans to ‘return and build’: Mal. 
1:4 Though Edom says, we have been beaten down, but we will return and build up 
the ruins: thus says the Lord of Hosts, They may build, but I will tear down/ and 
men will call them the wicked territory, and the people toward whom YHVH is 
indignant forever. 
 
The Final Temple that will be built is one not made with hands! The 3rd-Temple is 
not it and I believe the wrath of the Most High will be kindled against it! 
 
As we move forward in our investigation of the Red Sea Plague, and since we 
don’t believe in coincidence, we must consider therefore, the gematria of la`at 
(feed me) shown as 109, and seen the same as מגניו, magennayav, the root of 
which is Magen – shield. The most famous of all families belonging to the 
Illuminist, Secret - Elite World Powers is Rothschild – Red Shield. Is there an 
Esau-Nimrod connection? Wait for it… 
 
As we pursue this thread linking the Red Sea to Edom-Esau, it is also worth noting 
that ancient tradition says that one of the early leaders of Edom was referred to as: 
“Duke Magdiel” from Genesis 36:43. It was he who founded Rome according to 
that same tradition. Let’s examine the name. 
 

• Duke, H#441, אלוף, ‘alluph, indicating a familiar friend, a tamed animal, a 
chieftain. It comes from H#502 אלף, ‘alowph, meaning to teach by 
association.  

• Magdiel, H#4025, מגדיאל, is a compound of El and meged, translated here 
as noble, eminent. Some relate it to maggid, a teacher. Ironically, the 
Targum of Jonathan says this Duke was called Magdiel from the name of a 
city, which had a strong Migdol or tower! *Remember ancient lore that Esau 
killed Nimrod, the builder of the Tower of Babble? 
 



IV.     We must ask ourselves ‘what was the man teaching, that led to the distinction of 
his being accredited with the founding of Rome’? 
 
It is also interesting to note the etymological relationship of Magdiel with two 
prominent words also connected to End-Times prophecy, one of which we’ve 
already mentioned – Migdol – tower and Megiddo/Megiddon as in Har-Megiddon! 
 
Additionally, it is significant that the Greek name for the Red Sea is: 
Mare Erythraeum. (Sea Red) From the former we get ‘Maritime’ as in the “Law of 
the Sea”. Like Israel in Egypt all the world’s Citizens are under the international 
control of the Roman/Edomite/Crown of England junta who have enslaved them 
and stolen their birthrights. It is this crossing of the SEA that must be the final 
stage before the Exodus truly begins, along with, the securing our freedom. By the 
way, the word ‘crossing’ can also indicate crossbreeding and hybridization! What’s 
significant about this latter phrase, ‘crossbreeding and hybridization’? 
 

Remember Mary Magdalene From Point I Above? 
 
The Illuminists would have you believe that Yahshua didn’t die on the execution 
stake, rather, He was taken down and later, married this Mary of the Migdol, (Try 
saying that fast 3-times!) creating an alternative bloodline known as the 
Merovingian Bloodline that would open the doors for a Dominance Mandate 
executed by the Crown of England, the Papacy and their rogue Jewish cohorts! 
 
There will emerge Leaders out of this Tribunal who will claim a divine connection 
to Messiah, which will have actually sprung up out of what many call an “extra-
terrestrial race” but, which is merely a Fallen Angelic or demonic hybridization of 
the two! This lineage will produce the ANTI-MESSIAH and will once again 
produce the 1st of two seedline within one womb – Esau and Jacob/Joseph!  
 
Ironically, both the Roman Church and the Crown of England are known for their 
affinity toward The Cloak of Adam - Cloak of Nimrod – The Cloak of EDOM 
THE RED CLOAK – The Rothschild – Red Shield! It is this same secretive plan 
woven into much of what is held as inherently ‘Jewish’ today. For instance, the 
beloved song ‘If I Were a Rich Man’ from Fiddler on the Roof was actually a spin 
off of ‘Ven ikh bin Roytshild’ or ‘If I were a Rothschild’ a 19th century story by 
Sholem Aleichem, a man struggling to keep his family within the Jewish faith… 
 
The deception is almost complete and rather than expose the truth and risk being 
called ‘Anti-Semitic’, many in the Hebrew Roots, Messianic Faith are themselves 



seduced as a result! We must remember John the Revelators’ declaration to the 
churches of Smyrna and Philadelphia at the behest of the Ruach: Revelation 2: 9 
…I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the 
synagogue of Satan. 3:9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which 
say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie… 
 

• Smyrna, Gk#4668, is actually a name derived from the ancient spice called 
myrrh, a bitter and fragrant spice that was originally used to mark the 
Tabernacle, but which came to be used to proclaim olfactorily, the 
consummation of a marriage. Abarim publications biblical name vault. 
 

• Philadelphia, Gk#5359, translated as; City of brotherly love, a bit more 
digging gives us philos, from the Greek indicating loving, sophos, wise, i.e. 
loving wisdom and also adelphus, from ancient Greek ‘adelphos’ meaning 
born of the same womb! We get: Wisdom of the brothers born of the same 
womb. 

 
Could this ancient hoax – marrying together the Plans of the Nachash-Enchanter to 
bring forth sons who would be ‘like the gods’ with an unsuspecting, primed for 
seduction group - already have been at work among the early Believing 
Community and the Prophet of Revelation puts his finger on it exposing it’s 
origins? 
 
The construction of the 3rd-Temple will ratify this marriage covenant, which is, I 
believe, the same referred to as the Covenant of Peace between the Anti-Messiah 
and Israel. Daniel 9:27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: 
and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, 
and for the overspreading of abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the 
consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate.  
 
(1Thess. 5:3 For when they say Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh 
upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape) The 
birthing pains are similar to Israel being in the amniotic waters of the RED SEA 
and facing imminent destruction by the Last Pharaoh! 
 

Ask Yourself This: 
 

Most End-Times scholars acknowledge a “Greater Exodus” comprised of those 
Outcasts of Israel scattered into the 4-corners of the world. However, if we believe 
that Satan attempts to counterfeit every notable plan of YHVH then we should 



expect a “Greater Exodus” from the House of Esau as well! I contend that is 
exactly what is happening with those fulfilling the prophecy of Genesis 9:27 
YHVH shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan 
shall be his servant. 
 
It is my opinion that the Gog-Magog war - so often attributed to an invasion by the 
armies of the Nation of Russia could in fact be an assault – a.k.a. ALIYAH - of 
those Edomite-Khazarim-Ashkenazi imposters born out of Japheth’s son called 
Magog! These individuals are coming out of Magog, the prince of Rosh – Russia, 
Meshech – Moscow, Tubal-Tubolsk, and Togarmah – Eastern Europe, the U.S.A. 
etc. Aliyah was a term used to describe Joseph taking Jacobs’ bones back to the 
Land, not those of an imposter! 
 
Yes, the Red Sea crossing of Exodus 14 did really happen! Yes, it was a literal 
crossing of a body of water, but there were, in addition, powerful, covert and 
prophetic details that would become a mirror for us to look into in order that we 
not succumb to the divine enchantments of these END DAYS! In closing please 
see Mat. 24: 23,24  
 
Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Messiah, or there; believe it not. 
For there shall arise false Messiahs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs 
and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect.  
 
The Greek Septuagint uses the same word for deceive, Gk.#4105, plan-ah`-o, to 
cause to stray, lead astray, as in our opening text here in Ex. 14:3 For Pharaoh will 
say of the children of Israel, They are entangled-plan-ah`-o in the land and the 
wilderness has shut them in. The Hebrew word used says more! 

• Entangled, H#943, בוך, buch, disturbed, confused, perplexed.  
 

The word ‘buch’ above has the same two-letter root stem - Bet-Kaf - as Bechor 
indicating Firstborn! Pharaoh thought Israel was wandering around in confusion 
with no hope in which to demonstrate their newly found ‘Firstborn’ status and 
deliverance as slaves. However, YHVH has brought them here and revealing that a 
‘birthing of His Promise to make them His First Born is about to occur’! The path 
through the Red Sea literally becomes the birth canal and figuratively, Israel is 
catches the heel of Esau and is resurrected – born again – on the other side! 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


